STEALTH
3D Coloring Page!

Out of the mist leaps the astounding
stealth ninja — a figure that's so elusive and mysterious that
no one in the world has seen it before ... Until today!
What does the stealth ninja look like? Is it a man, woman,
boy, or girl? (Perhaps it's not even human!) And what is the
stealth ninja wielding in its mighty grip? The power to bring
the stealth ninja to life is in your hands.
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Background:
cut out on
heavier gray
outline

Ninja
What’s the ninja holding?
Draw it in this area!

Foreground:
cut out on
heavier gray
outline
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INSTRUCTIONS: 1) Print me on 65lb card stock paper for best results. 2) Invent and draw your character with colored pencils, markers, crayons, whatever! You
get bonus points for straying OUTSIDE the lines if your creative ideas demand it! 3) Trim out the pieces as indicated with scissors. (Don’t forget to cut the assembly
slots in each piece.) Assembly slots slide into each other and hold your paper craft together without glue or tape! 4) Rules demand that every Desktop Gremlins
paper craft has a name and a legend! So, write a short story for your character and record its vital statistics with the Fantastical Fact-o-meter!
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Base: cut out on heavier gray outline

Loose ends of
base loop
stay OUTSIDE
the loop!
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By purchasing this paper craft design, you agree to comply with the terms of use. Purchase does not transfer the copyright to the buyer. This project is intended for
personal non-commercial or educational/classroom use only. You may NOT redistribute this design in any way (this includes but is not limited to sharing, selling, reselling,
or altering) without permission from the copyright holder. You may POST a picture of your finished product (assembled paper craft) on any website or blog with a link
back to www.DesktopGremlins.com. All copyright and intellectual property rights remain © Landis Productions LLC / Desktop Gremlins. Thank you for your support.
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Ninja

Name:

Create a legend! A Desktop Gremlin just isn’t a Desktop Gremlin until it has a story to go along with it.
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STRENGTH
MAGICAL POWERS
HELPFULNESS
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

THAT YOU WILL HELP YOU BRING YOUR ART TO LIFE

Invent! Every Desktop Gremlins project is engineered to inspire you

to unleash your creativity. You’ll notice that the character pieces are
often represented without many details on them. This empowers you
to invent the character of your dreams! Start with a pencil (and a
light touch) to test out different expressions, body shapes, or special
features. Do you want your NINJA to actually be an ASTRONAUT? No
problem! Just ignore my guidelines and draw your own body shape!

Color!

When you have your character planned out just right, color it
the way YOU want it to look. You can use colored pencils, crayons,
markers — whatever!

Cut! Every Desktop Gremlins paper craft project can be built with just

one tool—scissors! NO GLUE, NO TAPE, NO KNIVES REQUIRED! After
inventing and coloring your character pieces, cut out the pieces to
bring your art to life! What I like to do is take a first pass to separate
all the pieces from each other. Then I perform fine-tune cutting.
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See how you’re rotating this page around to r e a

Shhhh! The secret to the elegant and fascinating world of Desktop

Gremlins paper craft exists around a technique I like to call “assembly
slot construction.” You should have noticed little arrows pointing to
them as you were cutting out your pieces. Take your scissors and make
a cut right on these lines. When putting your paper craft together,
you’ll be matching these assembly slots up and sliding them INTO each
other to create connections! Here is a simple example of the assembly
slot construction technique:
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utting–not the scissors–and you’ll get pro-looking edges (and impress your friends)!
ile c

EASY

FASCINATING
AND ELEGANT

t h is text more easily? The same rule applies to scissor cutting. Rotate the PA
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WANT MORE?
Gadzooks! The entire line of 100% certified Desktop Gremlins
products are available online at www.DesktopGremlins.com.
While you’re there, be sure to sign up for the Desktop Gremlins
e-newsletter, read about the latest news, drop me an e-mail, and
try out an activity or two! Look for the Desktop Gremlins on all
your favorite social networking websites and, please help me
spread the invasion by telling your friends about my work!

JOIN THE DESKTOP GREMLINS NETWORK:

“DELIGHTFULLY CUTE AND INTERESTING.
THE PERFECT ACTIVITY BOOK.”
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